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bioDOGradable Bags Announces partnership with 1% for the Planet!
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA -- bioDOGradable Bags has joined 1% for the Planet, pledging to
donate 1% of annual sales to support nonprofit organizations focused on the environment.
bioDOGradable works to offer a patented vegetable blend as an eco-friendly alternative to harmful
plastic bags in order to help prevent plastic pollution. With the current state of our environment
ravaged by micro-plastics, something more needed to be done. Now, bioDOGradable’s pet waste
bags are the first to help fund the fight against plastic pollution. Our goal is to prevent future plastic
pollution, while also repairing the damage that has already been done.
● As a new member of 1% For the Planet, bioDOGradable Bag’s donations help support the
environmental nonprofit, The 5Gyres Institute; a movement to empower action against the global
health crisis of plastic pollution through science, education, and adventure.
● bioDOGradable Bags is a certified Green Business by Green America and is also a proud member
of the environmental initiatives, Break Free From Plastic, Plastic Pollution Coalition, and Pet
Sustainability Coalition. bioDOGradable believes in working beyond just providing a product by
also contributing to powerful movements for positive environmental change.
Collectively, 1% for the Planet Members have donated more than $175 million to environmental
nonprofits to-date.
“We are thrilled to welcome bioDOGradable Bags to our global network,” said Kate Williams, CEO
of 1% for the Planet. “Currently, only 3% of total philanthropy goes to the environment and, only 3%
of that comes from businesses. We need more business like bioDOGradable Bags to do its valuable
part to increase giving and support on the ground outcomes.”
About 1% for the Planet

1% for the Planet is a global organization that connects dollars and doers to accelerate
smart environmental giving. We recognize that the current level of environmental giving - only 3%
of total philanthropy - is not enough to solve the most pressing issues facing our planet.
Through our business and individual membership, 1% for the Planet inspires people to support
environmental organizations through annual membership and everyday actions. We advise on giving
strategies, we certify donations, and we amplify the impact of the network.
Started in 2002 by Yvon Chouinard, founder of Patagonia, and Craig Mathews, founder of
Blue Ribbon Flies, our members have given more than $175 million to environmental nonprofits
to date. Today, 1% for the Planet is a network of more than 1,400 member businesses, a new
and expanding core of hundreds of individual members, and thousands of nonprofit partners in more
than 60 countries. Look for our logo and visit www.onepercentfortheplanet.org to learn more.
About New Company
bioDOGradable Bags helps to reduce plastic pollution through education and the use of their certified
biobased alternatives to plastic bags. Pet waste currently contributes trillions of plastic bags that
ultimately leads to plastic pollution, and it is a category that has yet to be addressed with a
sustainable solution. Now, bioDOGradable introduces new methods of disposal through the first
Home Pet Waste Composter, bioCOMpet, to safely eliminate harmful pathogens and divert waste
from landfills to help support a circular life cycle. These natural bags preserve Earth’s natural
resources without the need for fossil fuels and petro-chemicals, which allows it to degrade into a food
to be consumed by micro-organisms. This patented vegetable blend addresses the plastic pollution
crisis in the pet industry and works to turn pet waste into a high- grade compost to beautify our
environment.

